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The login process is pretty simple, even
for users who arent familiar with it: The
Facebook app is opened and a login box
is displayed. Facebook presents a login
page, which prompts the user to log in
using the browser of their choice. The
user enters their credentials into the
form. Facebook sends a redirect URI to
the Facebook app once the user is logged
in. The user is logged into Facebook and
is returned to the destination of the
redirect. After signing in with Facebook,
you can verify that your code follows the
Facebook login specification. If you are
testing at Facebook's endpoints, make
sure that Facebook is behaving the way
your customers expect. So for example,
make sure that you are sending the login
parameters to the correct endpoint.
Facebook offers many different ways to
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authenticate a user. If your application
uses an oAuth 2.0 flow, you must specify
Facebooks Redirect URI. The Redirect URI
represents a URL that Facebook will send
back to your application after the user is
logged in and then redirected to your
destination. It is the Login button, that
you must click to complete the login
process. The URL contains the page
where a user is redirected after the login.
The URI also contains information about
the URL that Facebook is going to
redirect the user to after logging in. In
our example above, we use the Canvas
page, and thus, the session is already
open. The Session ID is crucial, because
we must use it in subsequent requests to
the /v2.0/me endpoint. By following the
same redirect URI that Facebook uses,
we can make sure that the API behaves
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as expected. The following code shows
how to read the URL in the redirect that
was just generated by Facebook.
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